
Chapter 110:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
BOSS GENE: SEED OF NATURE
In the small world, the strength of the fierce beasts at the entrance is the

weakest, and they are basically ordinary fierce beasts.

But as it gradually penetrates into the small world, the strength of the fierce

beast is getting stronger and stronger.

Not long after Lu Yuan ran, he felt four powerful auras, located in three

directions.

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up, and he ran toward the location of the two auras.

Before long, Lu Yuan saw a group of prairie lions.

Two of the prairie lions are more than 1.6 meters tall at their shoulders, which
is a bit taller than the half-human grass.

The powerful aura appeared from these two prairie lions.

These two prairie lions, one with a dark black mane, are a male lion.

The other is a female lion.

are all elite-level grassland lions.

When the land margin approached, two elite prairie lions also discovered the

land margin.

Murderous intent flashed in their eyes, and they raised their heads and roared.

Following the roar of the two elite prairie lions, the surrounding prairie lions

immediately roared, they scattered one after another, and surrounded the

land.
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Lu Yuan raised the corners of his mouth, showing a slight smile.

This lion group regards him as a prey and intends to hunt?

is a bit interesting.

His feet pressed ** the ground.

Boom! !

The weeds were fragmented and flying, the black soil was splashing

everywhere, and a shallow hole was trampled on the ground by the edge of

the land.

Lu Yuan's body instantly turned into an afterimage, rushing towards the two

elite prairie lions.

The elite prairie lion saw that his prey dared to rush towards them directly,
and suddenly issued an angry roar.

The elite lioness kicked on all fours and leaped towards the landing edge.

When one person and one lion touched each other, Lu Yuan's figure flickered,
avoiding the lioness's pounce, and hitting the lioness with a punch.

Boom! !

The head of the lioness was instantly smashed to the ground by a powerful
force, and a deep pit was smashed into the ground.

Its limbs twitched and lost its vitality.

Lu Yuan's footsteps didn't even stop, and he rushed directly in front of the

lion.

The lion hadn't even reacted yet, Lu Yuan had already pulled a kick on its

neck.

Boom!



The huge body of the male lion, which is four to five meters long, flew upside

down and landed heavily.

When landed, it had lost its vitality.

The lions who were planning to surround themselves saw that their two
leaders had died directly, and they were all taken aback.

They froze in place, and after being silent, they turned around and wanted to

run.

Even ordinary fierce beasts know to seek advantages and avoid disadvantages.
Even if the leader is dead, they are naturally scared.

However, Lu Yuan didn't mean to let them go.

Although they are all ordinary beasts, no matter how small mosquito legs are,
are they meat?

At Lu Yuan's speed, ordinary fierce beasts couldn't escape his palm at all.

In a short time, he easily killed the remaining six prairie lions.

Then he started collecting markers.

Ordinary monsters are marked with 1 point, a total of 6 points.

Lion is a high-level elite fierce beast with 30 points.

The lioness is an intermediate elite beast with 20 points.

adds up to 56 points.

plus the points that Lu Yuan had obtained before, the total has exceeded 100
points.

The passing criterion is 10,000 points. Although it seems that the gap is still

very large, in fact, it only needs to kill ten first-tier low-level bosses or five
intermediate bosses.



is not too difficult for Lu Yuan.

His goal is to win first place.

Although I don’t know what the credits are for, it should be very precious.

Lu Yuan keeps going.

However, not long after Lu Yuan ran away, he suddenly heard a loud roar

from a distance.

Lu Yuan's body paused, and he turned his head abruptly to look in the

direction of the sound, and a touch of surprise appeared in his eyes.

"This momentum, is it the boss?"

Lu Yuan changed direction and ran towards the direction of the sound.

…………

Outside the small world, Li Qinghe and others are staring at the light curtain

at this moment.

Inside the light curtain, the four young girls have gradually penetrated into

the small world at this moment, and the fierce beasts they encountered have

become stronger.

The brown-haired boy has an elegant body and a breeze flowing around his

body, which is extremely fast.

When he was passing by an elite prairie lion, his long sword drew across the

prairie lion's neck. The huge prairie lion did not react at all, blood spewed out,
saying that the corpse fell to the ground.

A satisfied smile appeared on the burly man's face.

"How about? Yang Ping is not bad, right? Only 18 years old, burned an elite

gene, a boss gene, and now it is the pinnacle of the first order. Advanced elite

fierce beasts can easily kill in seconds!"



The tall and thin man beside nodded gently:

"What is recorded is Wind Dance combat skills? The speed is really

extraordinary. My Xiaowei is also good, the power of the water gun is much

stronger than the Wind Dance combat skills."

In the light curtain, some cute girls with fat babies are wearing blue robes,
holding a staff, and a one-meter-long water gun gathers in the air.

With a wave of her staff, the water gun shot at a huge prairie wolf and directly
penetrated the prairie wolf.

The burly man grinned: "It depends on which opponent is facing. If the
opponent is fast, this little girl may not have a chance to hit the opponent."

The tall and thin man raised his eyebrows without refuting.

The mature woman smiled and said, "With the strength of the two of them,
there is no problem in passing the test. But it is a bit worse than my Min'er."

Inside the light curtain, the short-haired girl has sharp eyes, holding two

slender double knives in her hands, wearing leather armor, and wisps of blood
flowing through her body. The body shape is flashing, the speed is extremely

fast, and every attack, it also carries a powerful sword aura.

Wherever passed, a pack of wolves instantly turned into corpses.

"Huh? Scarlet violent?"

Both the tall and thin men and the burly men frowned slightly.

Li Qinghe beside raised his eyebrows and smiled: "That little girl is lucky. This
extraordinary gene is quite rare and comprehensive. As a basic gene in the

early stage, it is an excellent choice."

The mature woman smiled slightly, with a hint of complacency: "Her luck is

indeed good."



At this moment, a majestic roar suddenly came from the light curtain.
Everyone's complexion changed.

They turned their heads to look at the light curtain coming from the sound,
and then they saw Lu Yuan facing a huge white lion with a height of about two
meters at the shoulder.

Feeling the powerful aura of this white lion, several people raised their

eyebrows.

"This is the first fierce beast leader a few little guys have met, Qinghe school
girl, your brother is lucky."

The mature woman smiled and said

The tall and thin man also spoke lightly:

"Intermediate boss, strength is not weak, but I don't know how strong is Li

Xuemei's younger brother? Can he deal with it."

The burly man grinned and stared at the light curtain without speaking.

so as not to provoke Li Qinghe again.

Regardless of his background, talent, or even his own strength, he can't match

Li Qinghe. If he doesn't provoke him, he will naturally not provoke him.

Li Qinghe only smiled when he heard the words of mature women and tall and
thin men:

"I still have confidence in my brother."

Just as a few people were talking, a crimson light emerged from Lu Yuan's
body, and when he stepped on the ground with his feet, he instantly appeared
in front of the white lion.

"Roar!!"



The white lion roared, a white light flashed across his body, and his huge

claws patted towards Lu Yuan.

The huge claws carried a violent wind, and the tall grass was bent over.

However, Lu Yuan didn't mean to evade at all, and directly greeted him.

He raised his hand to block the huge paw.

The claws collided with Lu Yuan's arm, and there was a muffled noise. Lu
Yuan's body didn't even shake.

He lifted his right leg, kicked, and hit the white lion's jaw heavily.

Boom! !

Under the roar, the huge body of the white lion was kicked into the air, and
blood spurted from the white lion's mouth.

While its body was still in the air, Lu Yuan stepped on the ground with both

feet, his body leaped high, and swept once again, sweeping the white lion's
neck.

Click, click...

The white lion’s neck was abnormally bent, and its huge body flew out more

than ten meters with its terrifying force, and then fell heavily to the ground.

The white lion that landed on the ground struggled, let out a whine, and tried

to stand up.

But soon, its movements stopped, and the huge body lost its vitality.

The few people in front of the light curtain saw this scene, their eyes widened
slightly, revealing a hint of surprise.

"Resist with your bare hands against the Tier 1 Intermediate Boss with a full

blow, and kill the Intermediate Boss with two blows. This strength and



defensive ability has reached the peak of Tier 1, or even the perfect level,
right?"

The mature woman smiled and said, "Sister Qinghe, your brother is not
average."

The tall and thin man glanced at the red light around Lu Yuan, and smiled:

"The strength of this extraordinary gene is also very high, I am afraid it is very

precious? It is the first time I have seen this combat technique. After all, it is Li
Xuemei's younger brother."

Li Qinghe put his arms around his chest, raised his eyebrows with a smug look

recently.

don't look at who I am, Li Qinghe? Can my brother be worse off?

The burly man grinned: "Your brother's strength is indeed good, but even so,
he may not be able to get the first place."

The mature woman smiled slightly: "It is true, the middle-level boss, my

family Min'er can easily kill."

The tall and thin man smiled and did not speak, but he obviously meant the

same.

Li Qinghe didn't say much.

The four people tested this time have good talents and their cultivation bases
are not weak.

Intermediate bosses are not particularly powerful for them to come.

Senior bosses and pinnacle bosses are difficult to deal with.

As for Tier 2 bosses, it is not something Tier 1 genetic warriors can deal with.

Of course, Li Qinghe has great confidence in Lu Yuan.



I didn’t have any problems facing Xue Ren before, but now that more than half

a month has passed, my brother Yuan’s cultivation level must have improved

again. Not to mention the second-order boss, the first-order peak boss is

definitely not his opponent.

In a small world.

Lu Yuan naturally didn't know the discussion outside. He recorded the mark

on the white lion's body, which gained 2,000 points.

For him, the first-tier intermediate fierce beast is nothing, it is very simple to

kill.

Just before Lu Yuan came out from the place of origin today, he used the hard

work of half a month in the real world and nearly three months of origin to
hunt and kill the beasts, sell the beast materials and genetic weapons, etc., and
obtained more than fifty Wan's first-order spirit crystal.

He charged the spirit crystals into the Evolution Cube, consumed more than

half a million first-order spirit crystals, and finally evolved the'rejuvenation'
gene.

Chief Supernatural Gene: Seed of Nature

Lu Yuan’s first boss-level gene!

Nature’s Seed is the same as the Rejuvenation Combat Skill, both of which are

Healing type combat skills.

Through the consumption of spiritual power, it condenses into the seed of

nature. The rich natural power in the seed of nature can heal injuries, and the

effect is several times better than the rejuvenating combat skills.

And the direction of improvement in all aspects brought by the transcendent
gene is similar to that of rejuvenating combat skills.

mainly improves mental power and perception ability, secondly improves

defense and strength, and slightly improves agility and flexibility.



However, as a leader-level gene, the rate of improvement is several times

stronger than that of the boss-level gene.

Even if it is only a minor improvement, Lu Yuan's defense and strength have

also been greatly improved, and the same is true for his agility and flexibility.

With the blessing of the leader-level gene, Lu Yuan's current physique has
surpassed the average peak boss fighter by a lot.

Killing the Tier 1 Intermediate boss like now, he doesn't even need to use

Heigangjin, and he can kill easily.

Lu Yuan was a little curious. With his current strength, all his cards could be

used to kill the second-tier low-level boss.

may be promising.

There are second-tier bosses in this small world.

Even if he is not the opponent of the second-tier low-level boss, if he just
protects himself, Lu Yuan is still very confident.

The evolution of genes naturally makes Lu Yuan feel happy, but there are also
disadvantages.

That is, the spirit crystals obtained in more than half a month have all been

used up all at once.

He only has more than five thousand first-order spirit crystals in his pocket

now.

At the speed that Lu Yuan is now absorbing the spirit crystal, this spirit crystal
is not even enough for him to cultivate for a day in the gravity chamber.

Therefore, he can't even temper the newly evolved gene chain.

is very uncomfortable.

When this goes on, when will you get rich?



He sighed as he continued to dive into the small world.

…………

Time passed, and seven hours passed quickly.

After Lu Yuan killed the leader of the White Lion, the other three young girls

also encountered the leader-level fierce beast.

The boss-level fierce beasts on the periphery are all low-level or
intermediate-level, and all three can easily kill them.

Especially Min'er, who was armed with double knives, was not weak in

combat power. When he encountered a middle-level leader, the prairie wolf,
the battle ended with a few strokes.

is only slightly slower than Lu Yuan.

However, as the four of them continued to deepen and entered the deep forest

from the grassland, the strength of the beasts they encountered became

stronger and stronger, the fighting became more and more fierce, and the

speed of advancement slowed down.

In front of the light curtain outside, several people watched with relish and

made comments from time to time.

"Oh, Yang Ping entered and met another intermediate boss."

"Hey... it turned out to be the armored dragon turtle of the defense system?
Yang Ping should find it tricky to face such a strong defensive beast? Although

his speed is very fast, his attack strength is actually not excellent, and it may

not be possible. Break the defense of this iron dragon turtle."

Inside the light curtain, Yang Ping circled the iron dragon turtle a few times.

The iron armored dragon tortoise also seemed to find that Yang Ping was not
easy to mess with, so the whole tortoise was simply shrunk in its shell.



And its tortoise shell can even close the gap automatically, and the whole iron

dragon tortoise becomes a black ball.

Yang Ping took the sword and chopped the tortoise shell several times, only
leaving a few faint white marks on it. Instead, he was accidentally shocked by

the iron armored dragon tortoise's counterattack, and slightly injured.

In desperation, he can only choose to give up.

On the other light curtains, Lu Yuan, Min'er, and Xiaowei were not as lucky as
Yang Ping. They didn't meet the boss fierce beast, but they encountered

ordinary fierce beasts and elite fierce beasts.

can only be clicked to kill, accumulate points.

Yu Lao looked at the four light curtains and said with a smile:

"Display the points of the four little guys now."

"Yes!"

The black-haired man nodded and operated on the instrument for a while.

Suddenly, above the four light curtains, a ranking light curtain appeared.

1, Luyuan 18322 points

2, Miner Ailan 16930 points

3, Yangping 16,811 points

4, Lin Wei 16045 points

Looking at the points ranking~www.mtlnovel.com~, several people raised
their eyebrows.

"Huh? In just the past seven hours, the points of four people have exceeded
10,000. The quality of the genius this time is not bad."



"But the difference between them is not that big."

"Indeed, even the first place Lu Yuan is no more than 1,400 points higher than

the second place Min'er. As long as Min'er kills another mid-level boss, he can
surpass Lu Yuan."

A gleam of light flashed in the mature woman's eyes, and a smile appeared.

Li Qinghe calmly said:

"In the front area, for a genius of their level, the gap cannot be opened. Only
when the depths of the small world, the high-level bosses, and even the top

bosses increase, can the gap be seen."

Hearing Li Qinghe's words, several other people glanced at her.

The tall and thin man smiled and said:

"It seems that Xuemei Li is very confident in Lu Yuan."

Li Qinghe smiled.

At this moment, the burly man suddenly condensed his eyes, looked at the

light curtain, and grinned:

"Hey, speaking of the pinnacle boss, the pinnacle boss appears."

Hearing this, the others also narrowed their eyes.

on the light curtain of Lu Yuan.

Luyuan was in the forest at this moment. In the distance, there was a ferocious
beast with a single horn, which was more than three meters high and covered

with a dark red rind armor, slowly passing by.

Inside the light curtain, Lu Yuan looked at the dark red ferocious beast.
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